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Investment Environment
U.S. investment-grade fixed income gained over the quarter, though not without volatility.
Another Greek bailout helped push yields on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note up to
2.45%. Yields on the 10-year then drifted lower for much of the rest of the quarter as
investors assessed the potential impact that worse-than-expected growth in China
would have on the global economy. In late August, not long after China’s central bank
devalued its currency, global equities sold off and the 10-year U.S. Treasury rallied, with
yields sliding to 1.9% in intraday trading.
In mid-September, the Federal Reserve (Fed) refrained from raising interest rates. Fed
Chair Janet Yellen noted uncertainty abroad and tightening of financial conditions as
reasons for their decision. The Fed lowered their expected rate hike trajectory as well as
the rate they view as normal over the longer term. Nonfarm payrolls lost steam, with the
monthly gains reported during the period averaging roughly 200,000, off the year-todate pace of 220,000. Over the quarter, the yield curve flattened between 10-year and
30-year tenors, with the 30-year closing out the period at a yield of 2.85%.
Spreads on investment-grade corporate credits widened from 1.37% to 1.60% by the
end of the period. High-yield corporates experienced a significant sell-off with spreads
widening by more than 1.5 percentage points to 6.30%. In choppy trading, spreads on
mortgage-backed securities (MBS) widened slightly.

Performance Discussion
The Fund had a positive total return, but underperformed its benchmark, the Barclays
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index, for the quarter ended September 30, 2015. We continue to
maintain our defensive portfolio positioning, although we increased our overall duration
during the period to a level just slightly below that of the benchmark. Our duration and
yield curve positioning reflects our view that global growth prospects have diminished,
thus putting into doubt the Fed’s willingness to raise interest rates in the near term. In
uncertain environments, our core tenets of capital preservation and risk-adjusted returns
guide our portfolio positioning.
Detracting most from relative performance was our conservative duration and yield curve
positioning in Treasurys. Over the period, the Treasury curve flattened, due in part to
lower inflation expectations and a growing consensus that the Fed would delay its initial
interest rate hike. Our short-term Treasury positions provide liquidity while our
intermediate and long-dated Treasurys are intended to counteract against volatility in
broader risk assets.
Also detracting from performance was our out-of-index allocation to high-yield corporate
credit, as this segment of the bond market experienced dramatically widening spreads in
the wake of elevated volatility. For context, our high-yield exposure is comprised almost
entirely of the upper tier of this segment. Within corporate credit, we were significantly
underweight metals and mining, one of the hardest hit sectors. This conservative
positioning aided relative performance. We did, however, have exposure to midstream
and independent energy issuers, which adversely impacted relative performance. Over
the summer, benchmark crude oil prices plummeted from just below $60 per barrel to
less than $40. Adding to the concerns of excess supply from North American production
were worries about flagging global demand, partly linked to China’s slowdown.
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Executive Summary
• In a volatile period, the Fund
generated positive total returns
but underperformed the
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond
Index on a relative basis.
• We remain defensively
positioned, with our investmentgrade and below investmentgrade corporate credit
allocation close to the lowest
levels since the financial crisis.
• Underperformance was largely
attributable to our slightly lower
duration position and out-ofindex high-yield exposure.
• We expect elevated volatility
given slowing global growth,
uncertain U.S. monetary policy,
new bond issuance and
elevated shareholder-friendly
activity.
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Our position in DCP Midstream Partners (DPM) detracted from
performance. The company is one of the largest independent
natural gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) processors in the U.S.
We continue to like the fact that a majority of DPM’s contracts
are subject to minimum volume requirements, thus ensuring a
certain level of cash flow generation. Although the company’s
leverage could rise in the face of weakening NGL prices, we
recognize that the two owners of its parent company stand at
the ready to support what they consider an important asset.
Similarly, our position in Chesapeake Energy was a drag on
performance. The late-quarter fall in natural gas prices weighed
on free-cash-flow expectations.
Our selection of U.S. MBS weighed on relative performance.
We maintained our MBS underweight but remain focused on
pools with high coupons and prepayment resistant
characteristics. These are traits we believe will perform well
during volatile rate environments. Contributing to performance
was our underweight of government-related, nonguaranteed

issuers and our avoidance of sovereign debt.
Two credit holdings that contributed to relative performance
were E*Trade Financial and CVS Health. We like the fact that
E*Trade management has already reduced a significant amount
of its debt with the aim of improving its financial metrics to
investment-grade levels. Its core brokerage business, in our
view, remains in good shape and the company has been actively
shrinking its legacy loan portfolio. CVS is one of the dominant
players in the U.S. retail pharmacy market. The company
recently entered into two transactions, one for Omnicare and
the other to acquire the pharmacy business of retailer Target.
Management has committed to reducing its debt ratios in the
wake of these acquisitions, in part, by growing operating
earnings as well as through debt reductions.
Spread carry, the excess income generated by the portfolio’s
holdings versus the securities in the index, also contributed to
relative performance.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook
We believe it is prudent to remain defensively positioned.
Uneven global growth and renewed concerns about China’s
economic future drove risk-off behavior in the period. Major
central banks remain on the cusp of divergent monetary policy,
with those representing nearly half of global gross domestic
product (GDP) firmly in the accommodative camp, while the Fed
and Bank of England inch closer to the potentially more
restrictive camp. Against this backdrop we anticipate elevated
levels of volatility for risk assets.
The U.S. consumer remains healthy as illustrated by strong
restaurant, auto and housing results. Yet, headwinds are
emerging. While the country has reached the Fed’s definition of
full employment, job gains over the summer cooled from their
recent pace. Recent weakness in wage growth, perhaps more
than any other data point, may tip the hand of a Fed that puts
the health of the labor market first and foremost. While U.S.
economic growth appears relatively stable, below target
inflation figures should be watched closely.
From a corporate credit perspective, we are in the later stages
of the credit cycle as evidenced by increasing shareholderfriendly activity and record levels of new corporate issuance.
Slowing global growth could magnify the risks posed by
relevered corporate balance sheets. Such financial engineering
was intended to boost earnings in a low-growth environment,
but the consequences of additional leverage could mean
downgrades by ratings agencies.

The widening of corporate spreads during the quarter helped
lend credence to our defensive positioning. Our corporate
allocation remains well below the Fund’s long-term average,
and is tilted toward more defensive sectors including U.S.
oriented issuers less exposed to global weakness and currency
fluctuations. With yields remaining relatively low across much of
the fixed income spectrum, the opportunity cost favors
defensive positioning given the potential capital loss associated
with stretching for yield.
In market dislocations, such as the one recently experienced,
we recognize that broad-based selling may result in compelling
investment opportunities. Part of our defensive stance has been
to position ourselves as a provider of liquidity so that we can
step into such dislocations and purchase attractively priced
securities. We are focused on identifying the most compelling
risk-adjusted credit opportunities, issuers with strong
fundamentals that have been sold off for liquidity or technical
reasons. While downtrodden energy and materials companies
may seem like viable candidates, we believe it is too early to
venture back into these sectors on a large scale, preferring,
instead, to see rationalization of supply and healthier
fundamentals before we make a move.
Active fixed income management is imperative in the current
market environment, in our view. Critical to active management
during the later stages of the cycle is security avoidance. By
maintaining our credit allocation at levels below our historical
average, we may sacrifice some additional yield in the near-
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term with the goal of preserving capital and positioning
ourselves to take advantage of better opportunity in the future.

We believe our patience will be rewarded in the long run.

Top Relative Contributors and Detractors by Issuer for the Quarter Ended 9/30/15
Top Contributors

Average
Weight (%)

Relative
Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Average
Weight (%)

Relative
Contribution (%)

E*TRADE Financial Corp

0.56

0.02

U.S. Treasury Notes/Bonds

33.66

-0.25

CVS Health Corp

0.73

0.02

Government National Mortgage Assn

4.81

-0.06

Royal Bank Of Scotland Group plc

1.35

0.01

Chesapeake Energy Corp

0.23

-0.06

Raymond James Financial Inc

0.59

0.01

Seagate

1.24

-0.04

Abbey National Plc

0.57

0.01

DCP Midstream Operating LP

0.44

-0.04

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.
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Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
The discussion and data quoted are based upon the results, holdings and characteristics of the Janus Investment Fund ("JIF") mutual fund. Such data may vary for
the Janus Aspen Series ("JAS") portfolio due to asset size, investment guidelines, diversity of portfolio holdings and other factors. We believe the JIF mutual fund
most closely reflects the portfolio management style for this strategy.
As of 9/30/15 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Flexible Bond Fund are: United States Treasury Note/Bond (3.99%), United States Treasury Note/Bond
(3.36%), United States Treasury Note/Bond (2.35%), United States Treasury Note/Bond (2.14%), United States Treasury Note/Bond (2.09%), United States
Treasury Note/Bond (2.08%), United States Treasury Note/Bond (1.74%), United States Treasury Note/Bond (1.66%), United States Treasury Note/Bond
(1.45%) and United States Treasury Note/Bond (1.28%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities
mentioned in this commentary.
The opinions are as of 9/30/15 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
For fixed income portfolios, relative contribution is calculated by rolling up securities by issuer and comparing the daily returns for securities in the portfolio relative
to those in the index. Relative contribution is based on returns gross of advisory fees, and may differ from actual performance.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Fixed income securities are subject to interest rate, inflation, credit and default risk. The bond market is volatile. As interest rates rise, bond prices
usually fall, and vice versa. The return of principal is not guaranteed, and prices may decline if an issuer fails to make timely payments or its credit
strength weakens.
High-yield/high-risk bonds, also known as ”junk” bonds, involve a greater risk of default and price volatility than U.S. Government and other high
quality bonds. High-yield/high-risk bonds can experience sudden and sharp price swings which will affect net asset value.
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based measure of the investment grade, US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market.
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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